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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach for constructing a universal
correction magnet in which the return currents play an active role in
determining the field. The return currents are not hidden by the iron
shield. The coil is wound in many layers, instead of just one layer.
Each layer has a particular symmetry, and generates a particular class
of field multipoles such that the location of the return current for
each independently excited current block is clear. Three layers may be
sufficient in many cases. This approach is applied to the ISABELLE
storage accelerator correction system.



I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an approach for constructing a universal
correction magnet in which the return currents play an active role in
determining the field. This approach is applied to the ISABELLE
correction system.

A universal correction magnet is a magnet in which the correction
field is generated by an arrangement of current blocks, which are all
independently excited. Thus by proper excitation of each current
block, one can generate an arbitrary correction field within certain
limits, which are primarily determined by the number of current blocks.
Usually the return current for each current block is hidden by the iron
shield and plays no direct role in shaping the field correction. In
the approach being presented here, the return currents are not hidden
by the iron shield. In this approach, the coil is wound in many layers
instead of just one layer. Each layer has a particular symmetry, and
generates a particular class of field multipoles such that the location
of the return current for each current block is clear. These layers
are defined as follows.

Layer 1. This layer generates the field multipoles bĵ _j where
k =• 2n + 1, n - 0,1,2,3.... Thus k * 1,3,5,7,..., and this layer
generates all the even multipoles b0, b2» b̂ ,, bg,.... The
multipole field is given by Bobmx

m, where Bo is some relevant
standard field. For this layer, the return current for the current
block at the angle 9 with the median plane is atir-8. The arrange-
ment of the current blocks in layer 1 is shown in the middle layer of
the magnet shown in Fig. 1.

Layer 2. This layer generates the field multipoles bjc_j, where
k = (2n+l)x2, n = 0,1,2,3, Then k = 2,6,10,14... and the layer
generates the odd multipoles bj, b^, bg, bj^.... For the
current blocks in the range 0 < 9 < ir/2, the return current for the
current block at 9 is at ir/2-9. This pattern repeats itself as
shown in the inner layer of the magnet shown in Fig. 1.

Layer 3. This layer generates the multipoles D3, bjj, bjg...,
or b^.]^ where k = (2n+l) x 4, n = 0,1,2,.... In the interval
9 = 0 to IT/4, the return current for the current block at 9 is at
IT/4-9. This pattern repeats itself as shown in the outer layer of the
magnet shown in Fig. 1.

Further layers are described in Table 1. In principle, an infinite
number of layers are required to generate all field multipoles. In
practice, it seems likely that 3 layers may be sufficient. Figure 1
shows a 3 layer design which can generate all the multipoles up to and
including bj3 with the exception of by. The absence of the b-̂
multipole does not appear to be a problem.

The following 2 sections apply the above approach to two correction
coil designs for ISABELLE. The first is a seperate correction magnet
which contains all the correction coils and there are no correction
coils in the dipole and quadrupole. In the second, the correction coils
remain in the dipole and quadrupole but are now of the multi-layer
universal type described above.
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TABLE 1

A table of the layers of a universal correction magnet, n is the series
of integers n * 0, 1,2,3.... The repeating interval is the interval in
6 after which the winding pattern repeats itself. The location of the
return current is for current blocks in the first interval. The
multipole field is given by Bo bffl x

m, where Bo is some relevant
standard field.

Layer

1

2

3

4

5

Layer s

Field
Multipoles

b o . b 2 , V . .

b - » b , b • • • •
1 3 Q

b 3 , b n , b 1 9 . . .

b7'b23

b_ , b «• • •
15 47

V i

Current
Harmonics, k

(2n+l) x 1

(2n+l) x 2

(2n+l) x 4

(2n+l) x 8

(2n+l) x 16

S-1

(2n+l) x 2

Repeating
Interval

IT

TT/2

TT/4

T/8

ir/16

Location of
Return Current

ir-9

ir/2-0

tr/4-9

ir/8-9

ir/16-9

II. A SEPARATE CORRECTION MAGNET FOR ISABELLE

In this design, all the correction coils are placed in a magnet
which is 1.6 m long and which is near each of the normal cell quadru-
poles. The geometry of this design is shown in Fig. 1.

Table II lists the required strengths for the correction field
multipoles bj, b2> b3, b^, and b5 for the ISABELLE
accelerator when all the correction coils are located in a seperate 1.6
meter long magnet near the quadrupoles.

TABLE II.

The strengths of the correction field multipoles required in ISABELLE,
when the correction coils are located in a separate 1.6-meter long
magnet near the quadrupoles. The multipole field is given by
Bobmx

m, where Bo is the main dipole field. The quantities
b m R

m give the multipole field relative to BQ at R « 7.3 cm.

bm bmR
m

1 3.0 E-3 0.022
2 26.4 E-4 0.140
3 26.4 E-5 0.106
4 40.0 E-6 0.110
5 1.4 E-6 0.031
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This design has 3 layers corresponding to the first 3 layers de-
scribed in the first section. Each layer has a maximum current density
of S m a x " 10 kA/cm

2 to obtain the required field multipole
corrections. The arrangement of the layers, which one is the inner or
middle or outnr layer, is chosen to minimize the radial width of the 3
layers.

The middle layer has 7 independently excited coils and can gener-
ate the field multipole bQ, b2> b^, bg, bg, b^g, bj2«
The inner layer has 4 independent coils and can generate the field
multipole bj, bg, bg, bj^. The outer layer has 2 independent
coils and can generate the field multipole bg, bjj. All
together there are 13 independent excited coils that can generate all
the multipoles from bo to bj3 with the exception of by.

Higher field multipoles past bj3 can be controlled by adding
more independently excited coils. However, as long as one is re-
stricted to 3 layers certain multipoles can not be generated. These
are the multipoles by, b±$, b23, i>2i •... A fourth layer
is required to generate bj and b23, and a fifth layer to generate

and so on.

III. UNIVERSAL CORRECTION COILS IN THE ISABELLE MAGNETS

In this design, the correction coils are in the dipoles and quad-
rupoles of ISABELLE. There are still 3 layers. Two layers are in the
dipole and one layer is in the quadrupole.

Table III lists the required strengths for correction field
multipoles bj to bg in ISABELLE, when b2» b3, b^ are located
in the dipoles, and bj, bg are located in the quadrupoles. An
estimate of the expected values for the systematic multipoles bg,
bg, bjQ, b22 i-n the dipoles are also given. The values given
for bmR

m, the multipole field relative to Bo at R = 7.3 cm show
that the systematic multipoles can be corrected near the injection
field level without requiring additional correction capacity; at higher
field levels, correcting the systematic multipoles is not possible
without additional correction capacity.

In the dipoles, shown in Fig. 2, the outer layer has 7 indepen-
dently excited correction coils which can generate b0, b2, b4,
bg, bg, bjQ, bj2- The inner layer has 2 independent coils
which can generate b-j and bjj . Each layer has a maximum current
density of 8.5 kA/cm^ to obtain the required field multipole correc-
tion.

In the quadrupoles, shown in Fig. 3, the one layer has 4 indepen-
dently excited correction coils which can generate bj, bg, bg,
b|3- This layer has a required current density of 10.5 kA/cvr to
obtain the required field multipole corrections. The quadrupole also
has another layer which is the dipole corrector for the closed orbit
correction system which are not being considered here.
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TABLE III.

The required strengths for the field correction multipoles bj to b$,
when b2, b3, b^ are located in the dipoles and bj, bg are lo-
cated in the quadrupoles. An estimate of the expected values for the
systematic multipoles bg, bg, bjQ, bj2 in the dipoles, and
bo,, b^3 in the quadrupoles are also given. The braR

m give the
multipole fields relative to Bo at the radius R = 7.3 cm.

in

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
9
13

bm
(cm-1

3.0
6.0
4.0
5.0
1.5
1.7
7.6

-3.5
-2.70
-3.0
-3.2

n)
E-3
E-4
E-5
E-6
E-6
E-9
E-10
E-ll
E-14
E-10
E-13

bmR

0.022
0.032
0.016
0.014
0.031
0.00026
0.0061
0.015
0.00062
0.018
0.0544

It appears that the multilayer unversal correction coil will often
require lower current densities than those required by a correction
design which has a sequence of nested layers, each layer generating a
pure multipole. For example, one ISABELLE design has seperate b2 and
b4 correction coils in two layers in the dipoles, and the required
maximum current density in the sextupole layer is S m a x = 17 KA/cm^.
In the above universal coil design, the b2 and b^ multipoles are
generated in one layer and the required maximun current density is 8.5
KA/cm^. The considerably lower current density found for the univer-
sal coil design probably results from more efficient use of the radial
space occupied by the correction coils. In the nested pure multipole
coil design, the b^ layer occupies about the same space as the b2
layer, although the required current density for the b^ layer is much
lower.
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9 COILS IN TWO LAYERS IN THE DIPOLE

1. OUTER LAYER - 7 COILS, b0 , b2 ,b 4 ,b s ,b , ,b l 0 ,b l 2

2. INNER LAYER-2 COILS, b3 ,b M
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Figure 2.
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4 COILS IN ONE LAYER IN THE QUADRUPOLE

OUTER LAYER-4 COILS, b, ,b 5 ,b 9 ,b ! 3
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Figure 3 .
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